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CHAPTER I 
INTR<DUCTI<Jl 
Statement of the Problem 
Tho problem of this study was to determim the current methods 
am procedures used in teaching first-year typowri ting in the schools 
of Uassachusetta and to make the findings available to those interested 
in improving practices in this field . 
A~sis of the Problem 
The subordinate problems included in this study were as 
tol.l.awsa 
1. To determine the grade levels in Which beginning 
typewriting courses are offered 
2. To f'im out the average number of stu:lents in typewriting 
classes and the average number of class periods per week 
in which typewriting is taught 
3. To ascertain tho extent that typewriting is required in 
the schools surve·::-ed 
4. To detemine t.he rn.unber and kim of type•'fl'iters that are 
being used in the high schools of l!assachusetts 
5. To investigate the use of textbooks am supplementary 
materials in the teaching of typewriting 
6. To disclose the ~;pes of testing materials that are 
being used by the teachers of beginning typewriting 
7. To ascertain the types of audio-visual aids am motivation 
techniques which are used in the first-year typem-i ting 
class 
8. To determine the methods used in teaching the keyboard 
9. To disclose to what extent demonstration by the teacher 
is used in teaching beginning typewriting 
10. To investigate the extent that direct dictation am 
cOJ:Jposition at the machine are taught in first-year 
typewriting 
11. To determine the proVisions 111lich are made for individual. 
differences am remedial work in the teaching of typewriting 
12. To learn llbieh subjects are correlated with typewriting 
13. To detenrl.ne the averaee speed requirements at the em 
of the school year in terms of gross and net words per 
minute 
14. To coDpare the findings of this study With those of 
Shapiro •sl study completed in 1950 
Justification 
Typewriting today' has become one of the basic tools of learning; 
this skill is in:lispensable not on:cy for those seeking employment in 
a business office, but also for personal use. 
A. need was felt to bring up to date the findings of Shapiro ' s 
1950 study on the teaching procedures in beginning typewriting in the 
public schools of Jlassaehusetts. There has been a tremendous increase 
2 
in enrollment in typewriting classes in the last ten years which justifies 
lshapiro, JAolly, A ru~ of Teachinf Procedures in ~ming ~writing,!!! !h! Schoo s o ilassachuse ts, UnpUblisb';ir•s 
esis, BOston University, J95o, 56 PP• 
a study to determine the changes that have occurred am the latest 
trends and teaching procedures used in these classes. 
This study attempts to determ.im ltbich methods are the most 
commoncy used in tbe public schools of Ua.ssachusetts. It is hoped that 
teachers JJJJJ:1' see the e1.:tent to Whioh the ~Mrnr methods are carried into 
the cl.assrooLl and Tlill be stimu.lated to keep abreast ot the curreat 
trends ill teaching typ&lfl'iti.llg. 
Delimitation of the Study 
3 
The quet~t:&.ounahoe sent to all the public schools of Massachusetts 
consisted of 24 items concerning the practices, methods, and procedures 
used in the beginning typenriting classes. The schools contacted were 
listed in the l9~9 Educational Directory of the Departmant of Education, 
issued by the t'epartiilent of Education, 200 Newbury Street, Boston, 
Massachusetts . Grading aJ¥1 evaluating were not included in this study 
except for a listing of the types of testing matcria1s used. 1he stu:iy 
includes a comparison of the firr:lings of this investigation With those 
or a similar survey by Shapirol completed in 1950. 
1Ibid • , 56 PP• 
-
Organization Into Chapters 
In Chapter I, the statement of the nature of the problem is 
presented . A review of some of the researeh and the liter:J.ture 
related to the problem is gi van in Chapter II, am the procedures 
that were followed in making this survey are inclnded in <llapter nr. 
Qlapter IV consists of the ~is ani interpretation of the data 
obtained from the questionnaires sent to the heads of the business 
departments in the public schools of J.!assachusetts. A summarization 
or the findings ru1d recoltllnerdations are presented in Qlapter V. 
4 
atA?TF.n II 
RB.IA 'l'ED LITE'fl'TtmE 
'inie chapter is dsvot.cd to the ou=:a:rutng ot eome ol the research 
am litoJ-ntUPG 0!\ trtmds aM tem-Jl1ng devlooe 1n ~tin(!• 'l.'heeo 
tl"&o:1o an::l dc:wieeo ~ tak n f rom reaewab stud10D; busimea por1od1oala, 
atr1 wriou- textbooks. 
Jh l.9So, Uol:cy ~hspiml mode a simil..at- stud7 of teechin« proc~a 
used in be3f.nt'\ift8 typewriting in ths aebools e~t ~Satte!hustri.to. Fol.lcwing 
is a «'.t=U'7 of ~ o! hor £1n:H~; 
L The loa4int1 t~tora u o:s t.n tho •ohool.s ot IA\sanohusotts 
~ the fto7al t~J.tor aa 11¥1toatod by 99 percent. o£ 
the ti33eher3; the Utderwood t}'PC'.\"rltor, 91 ~nt& the 
.... c. S::J.tb tY&~iter, 76 poreonts al» the ngton Ram, 
6o perce~. 
2. 'l"ile ~ority ot echoola used ~books that ere publiched 
frt= l94o throuf#l 19b8· 
.). T)peniting lfa8 oft&red tor tflo tean by Sl pei'Qont of 
tho $chools atd throe yetU"8 bJ' 39 porc:e:te ot Ute Gt-.hool$. 
h. Based on 174 rosponeoa~ 104 schools tnd\catect that the 
vocational typcm1.t1na eourae 1faS ottoredJ 81 schoole 
Ul!ie1.1tod that the combillQ;tioll t1POUl'1t1ng ewrae \'tas 
otterad 1 can:! the nonvoetlt1onal coar• wos otfored s.n fJ) 
scb.oole. 
~. 'tho deaonatration teebniquo had boon adopted bJ th 
maJority of echools. 
6. 1b& combination ot the speed ar¥:1 accuracy approaoh s.n 
typewr1t1'-'3 ,soomed to roeetw the major auppol"t. 
1· 'lhe combination ot the ~rtical a1Xi horizontal approach 
1n teaching the keyboard received the support or 114 out 
of 174 responses. 
8. One hun:ired percent of tho teachers irdioated that proof-
reading was stressed in the classroom. The leading 
technique to develop proofreading sld.lls was to have 
students check their own pnpers. 
9. Only 75 percent of the teacher e took adva.nt.aee of pre-
transcription training in the typewriting classroom. 
10. Dictation to the student at the machine was a technique 
used by' 83 percent of thA te~tche:rs. 
ll. A total of 140 teachers t"~u&nt e:rasill8 dur ine the first 
year of typewriting. Out of this group, 44 teachers 
taught erasing during the fi:rst half of thA school year, 
and 96 teachers taught erasing during the second half of 
the school year. 
12. The leading methods indicated to provide f r>r individual 
differences werea giving extra credit for work, 66 _per-
cent; setting up minimum and maximum ~quireraents, 57 
percent; and allowing students to progress at their own 
rate, 48 percent. 
13. The motivating devlces most com?nly used were: bulwtin 
board displays, 75 percent J keeping a student progress 
chgrt1 63 perco~t; and setting up specific sta~dards, 57 percent. 
6 
14. The leading audio-visual aids wertu demonstration b:r the 
teacher, 97 percent; typewriting ke7board charts, 94 percent; 
am music, 52 percont. 
l5. Devices indicated to increase accuracy were a motivation 
charts, 37 peroont; setting up accuracy goals for students, 
33 percent. and repetition or familiar material, 29 percent. 
1.6. Devices indicated to increase speed rates of students were a 
typing drills S'l'cil as at'Ce l~ration sertences, 5 _t)ercent; 
repetition of familiar material, 46 percent; and master 
progreso chart of the class, 4~ percent.l 
llbid., PP• 4.3-8. 
A. E. Contel has summarized in the following statement the 
thinld.ng of se-veral authors 'Who have written on methods of teaching 
typewriting: 
Tonne, Popham, and Freeman support three conclusions 
in the methods area: one, being that the correct order 
of teaching s.n:sr skill should be technique first ani speed 
and accuracy second. Maxwell, Iamb, and Kennedy agree. 
The secom conclusion implies that skill in typewriting 
can best be developed in short intervals of intense drill. 
Reynolds and Smith, Isslie and Pepe, and Lamb also uphold 
this claim. The third conclusion-that repetitive practice 
With a specific goal in mind is essential to the development 
of typewriting skill was secured by IJ.oyd. 
George L. Bossfield2, a world champion typist, stresses the 
importance of accuracy in typewriting: 
I believe the first essential in typewriting is, 
and should rightfull)r be, accuracy • 
• • • What good is speed With errors? If time is taken 
to correct each error With an eraser, figure out the 
speed even if the typist is able to write at a rate of 
100 words a minute. 
Viola DuFrainl is a firm advocate on emphasizing speed before 
accuracy in teaching typewriting. In her study on the effectiveness 
of emphasizing speed first, she reports the following conclusion: 
The results of this experiment embody considerable 
evidence in favor of the following tentative conclusion: 
Emphasizing speed before accuracy in elementary type-
writing is practicable. This means that, With reasonab~ 
7 
lconte, A. E., "What Do We Really Know About Teaching Type1otriting," 
Journal ~ Business Education, Vol. XXXIII, December, 1957. 
2Hossfield, George L., "Five Essentials for Speed in Typelfriting," 
Journal .2! Business Education, October, 1940, P• 40. 
3nuFrain, Viola, !!!! Practicabilitz ~Emphasizing Speed Before 
Jccuracy in Elementatr T~writigf1 Unpublished Doctor's Disser tation, 
University of Chicago, 19 , P• • 
equal ~otivation, students can force their speed to 
the 100-stroke lewl in continuous writing sooner b,y 
attonding primari~ to speed rather than primarily 
to accuracy, ewn at the beginning of the learning 
process, and that they can attain this relatively high 
speed level in spite of a relatively high error rate 
despite the traditional assumption of slight hesita-
tions associated with errors . 'lhis means that, With 
reasonably equal mot! Yation, students can reduce their 
high error rates phenomenal:ey in a subsequent emphasis 
on accur1.cy. It means that they can gain a superior 
speed rate during the speed emphasis arxi maintain this 
rate during the subsequent accuracy emphasis, compared 
to students who emphasize accuracy from the start and 
write with a low error rate am a gradua~ increasing 
speed. 
'l'he importance or emphasizing technique in teaching beginning 
typewriting is pointed out by Jane E. Cleml in her textbook, 
Techniques 91. Teaching Tzyewritingt 
••• Using technique u the first objective brings With it 
manJ advantages--motivation is much easier, progress 
is more rapid, and there is greater .freedom in writing. 
Speed is an ultimate goal, a result. If it is the 
whole teaching emphasis 1 students will be able to do 
o~ straight writing. The copy-emphasis students mq 
know forms but have no speed. Either is a lopsided 
student with little promise of success in business. 
Speed becomes a problem onl7 l'lhen technique has not 
been emphasized from the beginning. 
Blackstone ani Smith2 state in their textbook, Improvement; g! 
8 
Instruction !n Typewriting, that the development of speed arrl accuracy 
should be developed simultaneously. 
lclem, Jane E., Techniques .2! Teaching 'l':ypewri tin~, Gregg Publishing 
Division, McGraW-Hill Book Canpany, Inc., New York, l9 S, P• $'8. 
2BJ.ackstone, E. G., and Smith, s. t., .rovement of Instruction in 
Tz;pewriting, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 936, P• :105'3. -
Willi T. Gibbsl, who conducted an experiment to determine it 
the forced correction of errors would improve typewriting speed am 
accuracy, gives the folloWing conclusions: 
1. The forced correction of errors had no significant 
effect upon the gross strold.ng speed of the students, 
although the control group was slight~ favored. 
2 . Although the experimental group was slight~ fa:rored, 
no significant effect upon the accuracy or percent of 
errors in typewriting was re'fealed as a result of 
forced correction of errors. 
Iassenberry am Creford2 raise four questions concerning the 
approach in typewriting: 
The teacher must holp to set the goal of practice. 
Whether to practice for speed at the temporary expense 
ot immediate eccuracy or to atri'Ve for accuracy first 
and "let speed take care of itself" is a decision the 
teacher must make. This decision Will determine to a 
considerable extent the emphasis in the training. The 
decision involves a consideration of several factors , 
among Which are the follOWings 
1. Is appropriate speed even at the temporary 
expense of accuracy a legitimate first goal 
of the early lessons 1n type"Writing? 
2 . Is immediate accuracy at the expense of 
appropriate speed a proper first goal of 
the early lessons 1n typewriting? 
3. Can students practice for speed ani accuracy 
at the same tim!? Or is the goal of accuracy 
a brake on the practice for speed? 
4. Is it desirable to push for appropriate speed 
firstJ and then to work for control? 
laibbs, William T., !!! t;s>eriment !2 Determine ~ F.ffectivenaas 
9! Forced Correction .2! Errors .!! .! Technique !£!: Dewloping Control 
_!!! First-Year Vocational Typewriting, Unpublished Vaster •s Thesis, 
Boston University, 1949, P• 37. 
9 
2Lessenberry, D. D., and Crawford, T. J . , 2oth Centr.t ~writing 
Manual, South-Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati, 197, PP• 
10 
The continued increase in the number of electric typewriters used 
in business indicates the need for more experimental research in this 
field. After conducting an experimental study in 1956, Antonette E. 
DiLoretol concluded that there was no significant difference between 
the student's performance on the manual and the electric typewriter. 
In his study completed in 1950, Harves C. Rahe2 reported in his 
findings of 416 investigations the folloWing activities in typewriting 
as effective teaching procedures& 
Effective methods of teaching typewriting combine 
demonstration, explanation, motivation, diagnosis ot 
learning difficulties, ard remedial assignments for 
pupils. Directing intensiYe drills for short periods 
of time, interspersed with periods of rest and re~ 
ation during Which time explanations and demonstrations 
are glwn, is an effectiw teaching procedure. 
Among the effectiYe teaching dances to dewlop typelfriting speed 
and accuracy, Rahe3 lists the following& 
Rapid, fluent writing should be devaloped from the 
beginning of the typewriting course. Alternate drives 
for speed am accuracy, • • • seem to result in rapid 
development of skill in typewriting. Among the effective 
teaching devices that aid in the development or typewriting 
speed am accuracy are call-the-throw drills, guide, 
writings, writing from direct dictation, one-minute speed 
spurts, ten- and fifteen-minute timed wr"' ;. ings, arxl stencil 
drills. 
lnitoreto, Antonette E., An E?g>erimental Study to Determine the 
Effectiveness of~ Electric fuewritor ~ ~aredlftth ].h! Uan'Uai 
Typewriter !,n 1§i)ing Straigt1t .Q2Ez Material, ber.!J Fill.-In Forma, 
~ Tabulati~ns, Unpublished Doctor's TheRia, Boston University, 1956, 
137 PP• 
2Rahe, Harves c., An Analysis, Classification, and Synthesis of 
Research ,!n TypewritingCompleted Prior to 1949, UnpUblished Doctorts 
Thesis, Indiana University, 19~0. 
3nahe, 12£.• £11• 
atAmR III 
PROCEDUR& 
In eonductina this at~ ot tho ~ procodurea usod 1n 
be8inn1n; t,-peetritina in the public eehools ot Vas achusetts, the 
follcr.'fin stops , toll.o':lad J 
1. As a bao1s for tho ~ 1n:rtl"Umlmt1 bnclqrrourd m terial 
was o'btained troa orticls:J on the teach of t~it 
Which appoarod in tutboolas, per1od.tcala, and reeent. 
roeearch stu:U..ea. A similar study by ShnpJ.rol -.~ pDl"-
ticulA'rq bel.ptul in de lopinG tb SU!"f07 1nst nt.. 
2. A queationnatre was constructed which ecms1Gted of two 
&&neral oater.orioe 1 th first rolated to the goneral 
tnt t1on cone mine tho g1vf.na ot the typetrrit:t.ns 
concel"D3d With 1,9 mathods and 
~~ ot instruction in typowritin8 aQi roqucstod 
speo1f1o data cone ~ be nn1 t»'Caritina 
tcchni uoe. t, Oliq • ft the Catl:lOnq ~ted thode 
· ot teachin cu:;kGd tor, but also ~ o.deptations or 
moditications that ro in& used b,r the teachers 1'IGN 
BOUi1lt• 
3· wral auth•>ritios on the toacbing of typewritina weN 
con:mltcd to d te i. U' tbe qooatio-,:s ro pe!"timnt 
atd U the q ot1onrulire $ up sed a comprehensive llat 
of the techniques and procedureo common:cy- used by 
typewriting teachers. 
4. A questionnaire &rd letter of transmittal were mailed to 
the heads of tho depart&ents of the school8 lie;ted in the 
1959 Uassachusetta Educational Directory. Usable replies 
were recaivod from l07 schools, representing a 46.9 percent 
response from the 228 schools whiCh of!P-red a business 
education program. 
5. The data obtained .from the surwy were tabulated am 
interpreted. 
6. Based on the summary of data, the findings and reconnnema-
tions wore formulated. 
7. A comparison was made of the fiminga -:>f the ~apiro study 
with those of the writer •s inwstigation to determine the 
t r ends in typelfl'iting instruction during the last decade. 
Ol'lq a lim1.ted number of comparisons could be made inasmuch 
as the items on the two questionnaires differed in a great 
many respects. 
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atAPTER IV 
A IJSIS :tm.'F'Jl T.lTIOO DA'l'A 
ru nt to 228 choola in 'assacbll8etta whiCh 
ottered bu&1noas oduc :t.ion pro nn::S uoable roplics ,.. roee1 wei 
107, ~ h6.9 rcent, ot cboola. 1be data compiled 1n tbte 
ch ter based pon th Wormo.t1on rcco1 fro thie • 
!be srade le 1 in Which typewriting was offeree! at tho ti.mrJ of 
t.h ~ 1e sb<Jifn 1n Tabla I . Ona-hundJ'Gd aat t1 , or 98 pnoeent, 
ot the eehools reapor-'1 aupplied inf'orr::ation eomemin: the EVC!de 
1a 1a 1n 'Which tJPWl'itina x, t:JP8lfl'ittna II, am typPr!tina m 
wore \aU#lt. Tabla I ahOIWB a conoidcrablo con:Ji~o!'r!y thr out. 
the school a,ateca to oil r tJl*ll'it1 I in tt. 10th ar~, type-
writ1n& n 1n the nth arl:lde; am t~lUnc III, Which 1• otto:red 
in relat1•13 few echoola, in e l2tb arade. 
Hlnst.,r.one, or 86 peroent, ot the • cboola taught tJPOWritlng I 
1n the lOth gratte, 7 poreent taud\t it in tbe 9th grad 1 m! 7 porcenb 
tau&ht 1t in the Uth grade. RU.ty...three, or 87 porcont, ot the 
achoolo tauf#lt t)POW&•itins II 1n tbe 11th crade atd 12, ar 13 percont, 
taustst it in the 12th erado. tr~tinS III 1ras ta t 1n th :12th 
grtdo in the .3S aeboola ofteM..ne this courN. 
TABIB I 
GRADE lEVElS OF TYPEWRITING COORSES IN MASSA<liUSE'l'TS SCHOOlS RESPONODlG 
Number o! Schools Pcrcenb 
T,pewriting I 
9th grade 7 1 
lOth grade 91 86 
11th grade 7 7 
lfypewri t1ng II 
11th grade 93 $ 
12th grade 12 ll 
Typewr1 ting nr 
12th grade 35 
One hu.Mred, or 93 percent, or the schools responding supplied 
information concerning the number or students enrolled in typewriting 
for vocational purposes. Table II shows that in 33, or all!x>st one 
third of the schools, the total number of students taking vocational 
typewriting was less than So in each school. Twenty-five schools 
enrolled 50.99 ?Ocational typewriting students, ten schools enrolled 
100-149 students, aOO. eight schools enrolled 150..199 students. !he 
~ 35 schools offered typewriting III. 
TABIE II 
llU1mER OF STUDErll'S ENROLIED IN VOCATIONAL TYPEIRrrmo 
Dl THE 100 SCHOOLS RESPONDING 
!lumber of Students Humber of Schools Percent Respoming 
~9 33 33 
S0-99 25 2S 
100.149 lD lD 
150-199 8 8 
200-249 4 4 
250-299 3 3 
300..349 7 7 
40o-449 l 1 
450..499 3 3 
55G--599 2 2 
2/3 of typing students 2 2 
All typing students 2 2 
number of students in vocational typewriting in 14 of the large schools 
of Jlassachusetts ranged from 200 to 399 and in six schools enrollments 
in this subject ranged frca 400 to 599 students. Two respondents stated 
in anper to the enrollment question that two-thirds of all the type-
writing students were pursuing some vocational typewriting and two other 
respoments related that all typewriting students in the school were 
taking the course for its TOcational values. 
TABlE III 
STODEHTS ENROIJED IN NO:NVOOATIONAL TYPEWRITING 
IN THE 91 SCHOOLS RESPONDING 
NUmber of Students Number of Schools Respoming 
l-49 S4 
S~99 23 
100.149 8 
150-199 3 
2SQ..299 1 
l/3 ot total 
enrollment 2 
16 
Percent 
60 
24 
9 
3 
2 
2 
Ninety-oDS, or 8S percent, of the cooperating schools supplied 
data for '!'able III. Fifty- four, or 6o percent, or the schools stated 
that the number or students enrolled in nonvooational typewriting 
ranged fr0%:1 1 to 49. TWenty-three, or 24 percent, of the schools 
indicated that the number of students in the course ranged from SO 
to 99. Ele-n schools had lOo-200 students enrolled in nonvocational 
typewriting, ar.d om school enrolled 2SQ..299 students in the course. 
'l'wo QJW~rers gave an imication that one-third of the total enrollment 
took nonvocational typewriting. 
One humred am two, or 95 percent of the schools responding, 
indicated the average number of classes held each day in beginning 
typew.riting. As imicated in Table IV, typewriting I was offered 
one period each day in 24 schools, two or t hree periods each day in 
40 schools, ani four or five periods daily in 19 schools. A fow ot 
the larger schools provided as many as six to thirteen different 
classes of typewriting I daily. 
Typ~iting II was offered one period each day in 45 schools, 
and tno or three periods dail~ in .36 schools. A few large schoola 
offered this subject from four to eleven periods daily. 
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Type...-:riting III was tau~t one period each day in 19, or 59 
percent of the schools which offered t his course; two or t hree periods 
daily in eleven schools; arxl four or five periods dai~ in two schools. 
In the public schools of Massachusetts surveyed, the mean number 
of periods that typewriting I was offered was 3.5; typewriting II, 3; 
and typewriting m, one period per d~. 
TABLE IV 
A VERAOE NUl!BER OF TIPEWRITnlG ClASSES HElD EACH DAY 
IN THE SCHOOLS RESPONDOO 
Number of Classes 
Each~ 
Typewriting I 
1 
2- 3 
4-5 
6-7 
8-9 
l.Q-11 
12- 13 
r,pmrriting II 
1 
2-3 
4-5 
6-7 
8-9 
10-ll 
r,pewriting III 
l 
2- 3 
L,-5 
Nunber of Schools 
Responding 
24 
40 
19 
8 
7 
l 
3 
J6 
36 
9 
2 
l 
l 
19 
11 
2 
24* 
39 
19 
8 
1 
l 
3 
44* 
35 
9 
2 
l 
1 
18 
The number of students in the typewriting cla..~ses in the 
J.!assachusetts schools responding to this question is shown in Table V. 
In typewriting I 1 44 schools indicated an average of 20 to 29 students 
per class, 34 schools showed 30 to 39 students, am 17 schools reported 
10 to 19 students per class. 
*Percentages are based upon the number ot schools respording for 
each subject. 
TABlE V 
NUMBER OF STUD~lrl'S ENROLlED IN TYPE'WffirriNG ClASSES 
IN THE SCHOOLS RESPONDmG 
Number of Students 
Per Cla:"Js 
Typewriting I 
:L.-9 
.10-19 
2()..2] 
.30-.39 
40...49 
Typewriting II 
1-9 
l.0-19 
2o-29 
30...39 
Typewriting m 
l-9 
10...19 
20-29 
30-39 
Number of Schools 
Respondi ng 
2 
17 
44 
34 
1 
4 25 
50 
17 
4 
l2 
l5 
4 
Percent* 
2 
18 
44 
3$ 
1 
4 
26 
51 
lB 
11 
34 
43 
ll 
The number of students in the typewriting classes in the 
Jlasaachusetts schools responding to this question is shown in Table V. 
In typewriting I, 44 schools indicated an average of 2o-29 students 
per class, 34 schools showed 30...39 st udents, and 17 schools reported 
10..19 students per class . In typewriting II, an average of 2o-29 
students were reported in 5o schools, 10..19 studenta in 25 schools, 
and 30.39 students per class in 17 schools . In the schools offering 
typewriting III, l5 imicated an aver age of 2o-29 students per class 
and l2 schools enrolled l0-19 students per class. The mean number 
of students per class 1n typewriting I was 23, in typewriting II was 
23, and 1n typewriting III was 29 . 
*Percentages based upon the number of schools offering each subject. 
TABlE VI 
KDIDS OF MACHINES USED BY BEGINNING TYPEWRri'ING STUDENTS 
IN THE 106 SCHOOlS RESPONDING 
Number of Schools Number ot Vachinea 
Royal: 
Electric 52 l27 
Manual 98 241m 
Smith-Corona 
ElectrJ -- 36 73 
Manual 91 lllO 
Umerwood 
Electric 27 34 
Manual 86 ll02 
Remington Ram 
Electric 17 2$ 
Jlanual 13 4ll 
mr 
Electric 78 341 
o:cympia 3 3 
R. c. Allen 1 4 
Olivetti l 1 
Woodstock l 1 
Based on the responses from 106 school:~, nine makes of machines 
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were used in beginning typewriting as shown in Table VI. The three most 
commo~ used machines werea the Royal manual With a total of 2444 
machines in 98 schools, the Smith-Corona manual With 1110 typewriters 
in 91 schools, ard the Umerwood manual with a total of 1102 machines 
in 86 schools. Four hurdred am eleven Remington Rani manual machines 
were reported in a total of 73 schools. All the makes or other manual 
typewriters reported in the survey totalled onq nine machines. 
T!BIE VII 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS ~UlRED TO TAKE TYPEWRITING 
lN TH& 107 SCHOOLS RESPONDOO 
Course Number of Schools 
Resporxling 
All Business Education 
Students 77 
Stenogr phic Students 29 
Clerical Students 13 
Bookkeeping Students 7 
All Students in the 
High School 4 
Electiw 4 
College Students 1 
21 
Percent 
71 
27 
12 
7 
4 
4 
1 
Among the electric typewriters used, 341 !Ill machines were foum 
1n 78 schools, l27 Royals in 52 schools, 73 Smith-Coronas in 36 schools, 
and 34 Umel"Woods in 27 schoola. 
Table VII imicates the various business programs in 'Which type-
writing is required in the public schools of Massachusetts. ot 107 
schools resporxling, 77, or 71 percent, required all business students 
to take typewriting. Twenty-nine, or 27 percent, of the schools 
required the stenographic students to take typewriting and 13, or 12 
percent, required the clerical students to take the first year of 
typewriting. Four schools stated that typewriting was an elective 
course and four indicated that all s t udents 1n the high scb ol take 
typewriting. Onl\f· one school made it mamatory for all college-bourn 
students to take typewriting. 
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The data concerning the textbooks used in beginning typewriting 
in 105 schools are presented in Table vm. At the time of the study, 
48 schools used the 1957 edition of ~ Century TYpewriting by' 
Isssenberry ani Cral'fford am 23 schools used the 1952 edition of the 
same text. Three schools were using earlier editions of the~ 
Q,nturz 'l)pewritins making a total of 74 schools using the various 
editiorw · r this textbook. The 1953 edition ot GrefZ TYping by Rowe 
and IJoyd was used by l4 schools, the 1958 edition by 10 schools, the 
1956 edition by 3 schools, am the 1950 edition by .3 schools. The 1952 
edition of Typing Simplified by Iaslie ard Pepe was used in 13 schools. 
A total of nine other textbooks am supplementary drill books were 
reported as being used in a few schools. 
The copyright dates of the textbooks used in the teaching of 
beginning t,-pewriting are shown in Table lX. The table reveals that 
most of the schools were using textbooks that were published from 1952 
to 1958. Fifty schools used textboots which were published in 1957, 
.38 used textbooks published in 1952, am ll schools were using textbooks 
With a 1958 copyright date. Six textbooks or drill books were still 
being used that had a copyri~t date preVious to 1950. Teachers 
indicated that many of these books were retained for supplementary 
typewriting material. 
TABlE VIII 
TEXTBOOKS USED IN 'IYPEWRITIOO I 
Authors Textbooks 
Isssenberry~ Crawford~ 
and Erickson 20m CENI'URY TYPEWRITING 
Isssenberry ani Crawford 20'111 CENTURY '1YP&1RITING 
Rowe and Llo~ GREGG TYPING 
U!tslie at¥1 Pepo TYPING SDJPLIFlED 
Rowe am Lloyd GREGG TYPING 
White TYPING Fffi ACCURACY 
Rowe am Lloyd GREGG TYPING 
Rowe and IJ.oyd GREGG TYPING 
lfanous PERSOtlAL AliD PROFESSIONAL 
'l'IPING 
Hossfield FASTER TYPING 
Bowman BUS:rnESS JEtTER TYPING 
Blanchard and Smith '!'!PING FOR BUSINESS 
Hodel and Phelan HIGH SPEED 
Hol.lard SPEED AND ACCURACY BUilDER 
Isssenbarry and Crawford 20TH CENTURY TYPEWRITING 
lessenberry 2C1l'H cr€NTURY TYPEWRITING 
assenberry an:1 Jevon 2om CENTURY TYPEWRITING 
Tidwell and Bell TESTED T:wED WRITINGS 
Copyright 
Date 
1957 
1952 
:1953 
1952 
1958 
1950 
1956 
1950 
1952 
-1957 
1946 
1958 
1949 
1947 
1942 
1938 
1950 
Number of Schools 
Rospording 
48 
23 
14 
13 
lO 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
N 
w 
TABIE II 
C<PYRIGHT DATES OF '!HE TYPEWRITING TEXTBOOKS 
REPORTED IN mE St.i'RVEY 
Year 
1958 
1957 
1956 
1952 
1?51 
1950 
1949 
1947 
1946 
1942 
1938 
!lumber or Schools 
Responding 
ll 
50 
2 
38 
1 
8 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
The lS published testa used in begirming typewriting in the 90 
schools respording to this question are compiled in Table x. Twenty-
eight schools used l)Pewriting Teste b7 Bowls published by JlcGrP-Hill 
Publishing Compan:y1 23 school::! used the Civil Service Tests, and 20 
schools used the ~tate Emelglment Tests. Four schools used the USAF! 
TYping Tests by Science Research Associates. Two schools each used 
the following tests: Kimberg- Clark Typil!Ej Ability AnalY!i,s, Science 
Research Associates; Commercial Educational Survey Tests, Prentice-HallJ 
National Business Entrance Tosts, United Business EducPtion Association; 
Competent Typist Test, Gregg Awards Dept. J an1 Typing Emplo;;'tlcnt Tests, 
Prentice-Hall. One school each used the Kauzer Tmewri ting Tests, 
Bureau of Educational Jleasuremcnts; Tmewriting Tests b7 Royer, Bureau 
of Educational J4casurements; !mP-....,..iting Tests, C. H. Stootling Compaey; 
T~ewriting Techniques, South-Western Publishing Co1:1panyJ Production 
T:roiw. Tests, The H. Ll. Rowe Compan;y; ani the Thurston Flnt?loyment Tests, 
World Book Comparo-. 
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TA.i3IE X 
TESTS USED IN TIPEWRITING I IN mE 90 SCHOOLS RESPONDOO 
Name of Test 
Typewriting Tests ( Bowle) 
Civil Service Test 
state &nployment Tests 
tlSAFI typing Tests 
JtiDi>erq-C:lark 'J1'ping 
Ability Analysis 
Commercial Educational 
SUMey Tests 
National Business 
Entrance Tests 
Competent Typist Test 
Typing Employment Tests 
Xauzer Typellri ting Tests 
T,pewri ting Tests (Royer) 
Typewriting Tests 
Typewriting Techniques 
Production Typing Tests 
Thurston Employment Tests 
Publisher 
Gregg Division, HeGraw-IUll Book Company 
Civil Service Commission 
State Employment Bureau 
Science Research Associates 
Science Research Associates 
Prentice-Hall 
United Business Education Association 
Gregg Awards Department 
Prentice-Hall 
Bureau or Educational Measurements 
Bureau of Educational ~asurements 
C. H. Stoetling Company 
South-Western Publishing Compa.JV 
H. Jl. Rowe Company 
World Book Company 
HUl'li>er of Schools 
Respondina 
23 
23 
20 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1\) 
VI. 
TABlE II 
TYPES OF TESTIID MATERIALS USED IN THE 107 SCROOIS RESPONDING 
Materials Number of Schools Percent Responiing 
TimedJWritings Tests 102 9S 
Production Tests 82 77 
Inf'ormal Tests 
(teacher made) eo 7S 
Textbook Tests 64 60 
Formal Tests 
(standard tests) 34 
Integrated-Perfor.mance 
Tests 
One-hurdred Sid seven, or lOO percent 1 of the schools resporxling 
indicated the t~ of testing material used in beginning typeWl'iting. 
Table XI shows that 1021 or 95 percent, of the schools used timed-
writing testsJ 82, or 77 percent; used production testsJ and informal 
tests were utilized b7 80, or 75 percent of the schools. Textbook 
tests were given b7 64 schools, formal tests by )6 schools, and 
integrated-performance tests were used by 32 schools. 
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TABIE XII 
AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS USED IN 'nt""E 107 SCHOOlS RESPONDnlG 
Audio-Visual Aids NUmber of Schools Percent Respording 
Bulletin Board 107 100 
Blackboard 100 ,93 
Demonstration b7 the 
teacher 95 87 
Charts am Graphs 90 83 
Record Player 61 56 
JJagazine or Newspaper 
Cartoons 61 56 
Films am Filmstrips l9 l8 
Talks by Secretaries l5 14 
Typing Demonstration 
b7 Experts 2 2 
Audio-visual &ids have become prominent in the classrooms for 
more effective teaching. Table III presents the various audio-visual 
aids used by the 107 schools respoooing. The four most common:cy. used 
visual aids were the bulletin board as indicated by 107 schools; the 
blackboard, lOO schoole; demonstrations by the teacher, 95 schools; 
and charts and graphs, b7 90 schools. The record player am magazine 
or newspaper cartoons were used by 61 schools; films am filrtst:rips, 
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l9 schools; talks by secretaries, 15 schools; ard two achool.:l indicated 
that typing demonstrations b7 experts were being used. 
TABlE XID 
SIZE OF TYPE USED ON THE TYPEWRITERS 
IN THE SCHOOLS RESPONDING 
Number of Number of Schools NWlber of Humber of Schools 
Elite Typewriters Respording Pica Typewriters Respoming 
],..5 
6-10 
J.],..J5 
16-20 
2],..25 
26-30 
3),..35 
.36-40 
40 
lB 
J2 
4 
4 
0 
0 
1 
1.5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
2),..25 
26-30 
3],..35 
36-40 
U-45 
46-50 
5],..55 
All 
2 
3 
J2 
16 
17 
8 
u 
5 
4 
4 
4 
5 
Table XIII indicates the size of type--pica or elite--Which was 
used on the typewriters in the schools of Massachusetts. Pica t ype 
was used more extensiveq than elite type although there has been an 
increase in the use of elite type in the last decade. Among the schools 
with elite typewr1 tars, 40 iD:iicated that they had five or fewer eUte 
typewriters, lB schools had 6 to 101 J2 schools had 11 to l5, 4 schools 
had 16 to 20, ani 4 schools had 21 to 25. 
Pica t1})8writers were more numerous than elite typewriters in the 
schools of Jlassachusetts. Sevente9n schools reported 21 to 25 pica 
typewriters in their classrooms, 16 schools had 16 to 20, J2 schools 
had 11 to J5, 11 schools had 31 to 35, and a few schools iMicatecl that 
the;r used from .36 to 55 pica typewriters in their classrooms. 
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Table XIV 1n:Ucates different "'.lases of typewriting instruction 
as th87 are being used by the lo5 schools resporrling. Jlore than 
two thirds of the schools were using the "alternate drive for speed 
am accuracy" approach While about one third stressed n emphasis on 
accuracy from the beginning" as their keyboard approach. 
As iniicated in Table XIV, So schools permitted erasing o~ 
on work designated b7 the teacher, 24 schools permitted no erasing 
at all, l5 allowed erasing on letters ani class assignments o~ 1 
and nine schools allowed erasing on all class work. 
In repq to the question on proofreading in Table XIV, 78 schools 
required proofreading on all papers, 21 required proofreading on most 
papers, am six schools irrlicated that they required proofreading on 
only those papers specified b7 the teacher. 
As iooicated in Table XIV, the teachers of Vassachusetts seensd 
to realize the importance of teaching composition at the t.ypewriter. 
Fifty- four schools taught composition at the typewriter b7 allo'Wing 
the students to compose sentence answers to questions by the teacher, 
Sl schools used paragraphs composed of topics chosen by tho teacher, 
31 schools used single-word answers to sentences dictated by the 
teacher, and 21 schools taught composing at the tJPewriter by using 
paragraphs composed of topics chosen by the pupil. 
The extent that direct dictation is given to the students at 
the typewriter is presented 1n Table XIV. Fifty- seven schools gave 
dictation occasions.l.q; 29, frequentl.1'J 14, very frequentqj Whereas 
on~ seven of the schools did not give it at all. 
TABlE XIV 
SM PHASES OF TYPEWRITING INSTRUCTION 
USED IN 105 S(]{OOU3 RESPONDDlG 
Phase of Instruction Number of Schools 
Responding 
Keyboard Approach 
.Alternate dri Ye tor 
speed ard accuracy 70 
Emphasis on aoourao:r 
34 from the beginning 
other 1 
Erasing 
On work designated b)" 
50 the teacher 
Not at all 24 
On letters and class 
assignments l5 
On all class work 9 
other 3 
Proofreading 
On all papers 78 
On most papers 21 
On onl.7 those specified 
6 by the teacher 
Composition at the Machine 
sentence answers to 
questions by the teacher 54 
Paragraph composition ot 
topics chosen b7 the 
51 teacher 
Single word answers to 
sentences dictated by 
the teacher 31 
Paragraph composition of 
topics chosen by the 
pupil 31 
other 7 
Direct Dictation 
<kcasion:afii 57 
Frequent~ 29 
Very frequently 14 
Not at all 7 
30 
Percent 
67 
32 
1 
49 
24 
l5 
9 
3 
74 
20 
6 
51 
49 
29 
29 
6 
54 
27 
13 
6 
TABlE IV 
TIP&WRITOO l4(1.['IVATION DEVICES USED IN 103 SCHOOLS RESPONDING 
MOtivation Devices Number of Schools Percent Responding 
~:10 95 92 
Bulletin board displays 88 85 
Speed ani accuracy progress 
charts 85 82 
Teacher demonstration 65 63 
Est ablishing short-torm goals 61 59 
Awards b7 publishing companies 60 58 
Competitive games 
.36 35 
Civil Service tests l9 lB 
Student demonstration 18 17 
Others 
Award!! in own school 3 3 
Awards b7 other schools am 
colleges 2 2 
state t)'ping contests 2 2 
Umerwood typelrri ter awards 2 2 
l4erit awards 2 2 
School office work l l 
Ho one can deny the power of motivation to keep interest high 
in tho typewriting classrool!l. Table XV imicates the various 
deVices of motivation used ~ 103 schools of Uassachusetts. Ninety-
five schools considered praise to be the most important motivation 
deVico, 88 schools used bulletin board displays, 85 schools iiXl.icated 
that speed and accuracy progress charts were important, 61 schools 
established short-term go ala as a motivating device, 60 schools foun:l 
awards by publishing companies to be important, and 36 schools 
considered competitive gamGs to be an effective motivating deVice. 
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TABlE XVI 
TEACHBR-IJEKONSTRATED TECH~UES USED m TYPEWRTrDlG 
IN THE 106 SCHOOLS RESPONDING 
Technique 
Proper stroking technique 
Basic techniques such as 
correct use or carriage 
~turn 
Paper insertion and removal 
Use of shift key 
Use of tabulator key 
Use of carbons 
Correct posture 
Presentation of new material 
Centering 
ot:.hor 
Nttmber or Schools 
RespoJXiing 
106 
106 
103 
102 
99 
99 
91 
91 
84 
13 
Percent 
100 
100 
97 
96 
93 
93 
91 
91 
19 
l2 
Some of the t!Y.)St comnon t:vpeltriting techniques whieh are demon-
strated by the teacher a...""'E! rewolod in Tabls XVI. Proper stroking 
techniques and basic techniques, such as correct use of carriage 
return, were demonstrated by all of the 106 schools responding; 103 
schools illustrated paper insertion and removnl; 102 schools demon-
strated the use or the shift keyJ and 99 schools showed the use of 
the tabulator key e.M the use or carbons. Ninety-seven schools 
indicated that they demonstrated correct posture and gave demonstra.-
tion when presenting new material while 84 sohool8 illustrated 
centering at the typewriter. 
TABIE XVII 
SUBJECTS IN'fEORATED WlTH TYPEWRITDJO 
In THE 104 SCfiOOW RESPONDING 
Subject !fur her of Schools Percent. 
Responiina 
Spelling 104 100 
Grarm::ar 83 80 
Composition 57 55 
Shorthand-transcription 57 55 
Business arithmetic 30 29 
Social studies 4 4 
Thera is a definite trem toward integrating other subjects 
With begirming typewriting as shown by replies from 104 schools. 
Table XVII indicates that 104 schools integrated spelling with 
typewriting; 83, with grammar; 51, With composition; 571 With 
shortham...transcription; ar¥i 30 schools integrated business arith-
metic With typewriting. Further study should be made co .earning 
the manner in which typewriting is integrated with business ari'th-
metic and social studies. 
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TABlE XVIn 
EXTENT '!HAT TYPEWRITING TEACHERS USE TEXTBOOKS AND SYLIA.BI 
Source 
Is all material taken 
fro~ the textbook? 
Do you use a teacherst 
plan or syllabus? 
Schools Responding 
Yea 
20 
'35 
Schools Responding 
No 
83 
20 
Table XVIII indicates the extent to -which t~ewriting teachers 
use a textbook and a syllabus in the tenching of typewriting. Eighty.. 
three teachers indicated that other materials wore used to supplement 
the material from the t:n>ewritine textbook "Where:1s 20 teachers 
indicated tha.t they taught exclusive:cy- !rom the material in the 
typewriting textbook. Eighty- five teachers revealed that the7 used 
some ld.rxl of plan or syllabus 'While 20 teachers used none. 
Table XIX indicates various devices used in providing for 
individual differences in students in the 106 schooln re~porrling. 
The !our most commonly used methods for coping lrith in:li11idual dit ... 
ferences were encouraging students to progress at their ·l"'Tn 't"ate as 
reported by 88 schools; analyzing each pupil's work ro~yla.r'ly, 74 
schools; giving minimum assignments With optional exercises for taster 
students, 70 schoolu; ani allowing the student to compete l'rith himself 
by setting up goals, 68 schools. 
TABlE XIX 
METHODS USED IN PROVIDING Fffi niDIVIDUAL DIFFEREUCFS IN TYPEWRITING 
IN 106 SaJOOLS RESPcm>OO 
llethod Number of Schools Percent 
Responding 
Encourage students to progress 
at their own rate 68 83 
Analyze each pupil' a work 
regularq 74 70 
Have minimum assignment with 
optional exercises for 
faster students 70 66 
Allow the stooent to compete W1 th 
68 himself by setting up goals 64 
Bold conferences concerning the 
progress of slow students 40 
Use of integrated-performance 
tests l.6 
Allow the slow students to 
complete assignments at home l6 
In addition to the methods used for providing for indi "lidual 
differences shown in Table III, the follo·lfing suggestions 1rere made 
by a few of the respoments a ( 1) Provide extra help al'd more t1&1e 
for work during study periods or after school. (2) O~e romcdial 
drilli where needed. (3) Have slow learners join Typing Club. 
(4) Return to basic renew ot the lroyboard. (5) Schedule classes 
according to typing ability. 
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TABlE IX 
PROVISIONS FeR REMEDIAL WCftK IN TYPEWRITING 
IN THE. 97 SatOOI.S RESPONDING 
Provisions Number ot Teachers 
for Remedial Work Resporxiing 
As outside work under the 
teacher's direction 6S 
As part of the classroom 62 
In a separate class for 
remedial work 8 
art up to the student 8 
other 10 
Percent 
67 
64 
8 
8 
10 
Remedial work in typewriting is recognized as an important 
element that may aid marginal students to avoid failures. '!'able IX 
shows the provisions for remedial work utilized by 97 schools in 
Massachusetts. 'fbe two provisions leading the list were having 
remedial instruction as outside work under the teacher's direction 
as indicated by 6$ teachers am gi Y.lng remedial help as part of the 
c laaswork which was reported b7 62 teachers. 
other suggestions for remedial work llhich are not listed in the 
table were to provide irrl1vidual assignments, extra work at home, arxi 
additional practice periods once or twice a week. 
Gross Words 
a Jlinute 
25-29 
30..34 
35-.39 
40..44 
45-49 
5o-54 
55-59 
6o-64 
65-69 
70..74 
None 
TABlE XII 
SPEED ATTAINED IN FIRST- YEAR TYP&VRITING 
:m THE SCHOOlS RESPONDIOO 
Schools Net Words 
Responi1ng a llirmte 
2 25-29 
6 30-34 
10 35-39 
18 40..44 
9 16-49 
11 50.. 54 
2 55-59 
2 60-64 
0 65-69 2 70..74 
32 Nons 
Schools 
Responiing 
11 
l5 24 
l2 
2 
4 
1 
3 
3 
0 
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From the answers received, it would appear that teachers do not 
put too much stress on a minimum speed requirement. Table XXI 
indicates the typewriting speeds attained in terms of gross words a 
minute an:i in net words a minute. The typewriting speeds attained 
1n the schools responiing ranged from 25 to 70 gross words per minute 
with a mean of .39. 85. Thirty-two schools, or 30 percent, did not 
list the speed attained 1n the typewriting classes. The net words 
per minute ranged from 25 to 65, With a mean or 35.15. 
Chapter V presents the Sl.IIDI11&17 of firdings and recommemations. 
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CHAPTER V 
SmruARl' OF FINDTilGS AND REC<J.fMENDATIONS 
The problem of this stud;r was to determine the current methods 
and procedures used in teaching first-year typewriting in the schools 
of lflssachuset ts and to make the findings available to those interested 
in improving practices in this field. 
This chapter swmnarizes the findings of this study. 
v 1. In 911 or 86 percent, of the schools typewriting I was 
to.ught in the lOth gr3de . In 93, or 87 percent, of the 
3chools typewriting II was taught in the llth grade. 
Typewriting III was taught in the l2th grade in the 35 
schools offering this course. 
v 2. In 33, or almost one third of the schools, the total number 
of students taking vocational typewriting was less than 50 
in each school. 'f"Wenty--fi w echools onrollod 50-99 voca-
tional typewriting students, ten schools enrolled 100..149 
students, ~ 1 eight schools 13nrolled JS0-199 students. 
The !'.Ullibcr of students in vocational typewriting in l4 
of tho large schools of l!a.s:::;achusetts ran~d from 200 to 
399 and in six Rchools enrollments in this subject r~ed 
!'rom 400 to 599 students. 
• 
\ 
v 3· The rmmber of students enrolled in nonvocational typewriting 
ranged from l to 49 in 54 schools, from 5o to 99 in 23 schools, 
from 100 to 200 in ll schools, am over 250 students in one 
school. 
v 4. Typewriting I was offered one period each day in 24 schools, 
two or three periods each day in 40 schools, and four or five 
periods daily in 19 schools . A few of the larger schools 
provided as man;, as six to thirteen different classes of 
typewriting I dai~. Typewriting II was offered one period 
each day in 45 schools, and two or three periods dai~ in 
36 schools. A few large schools offered this subject from 
four to eleven periods dail~. Of the schools which offered 
this course, typewriting ill was taught one period each day 
in 19, or 59 percent of the schools, two or three periods 
daily in eleven schools, and four or fiw periods dai~ in 
two schools. 
$. In typewriting I, 44 schools indicated an average of 20 to 
29 students per class, 34 schools showed 30 to 39 students, 
ani 17 echools reported 10 to 19 students per class. In 
typewriting II, an average of 20 to 29 students were reported 
in 5o schools, 10 to 19 students in 25 schools, am 30 to 39 
students per class in 17 schools . In the schools offer·;.ng 
typewriting ni, 15 imicated an average of 20 to 29 students 
per class and l2 schools enrolled 10 to 19 students per class. 
r 
v 6. The three most commonly used machines were a The Royal manual 
with a total of 2444 machines in 98 schools, the Smith-Corona 
manual with lllD typO\.'friters in 91 schools, and tho Urxierrrood 
manual ·.n tJ1 a. total of ll02 machines in 86 schools. Four 
hundred a:IX1 eleven Remington Rard manual machines were reported 
in a total of 73 schools. All the makes of other manual type-
writers reported in the survey totalled o~ nine machines. 
1/ 7. Among the electric typewriters used, 341 IBU machines were 
found in 78 schools, 127 Royals in $2 schools, 73 Smith-Coronas 
in 36 schools, 34 Underwoods in 27 schools, and 25 Remington 
Rands in 17 schools. In Shapiro's study completed a decade 
ago, o~ nine schools of 174 responding used electric type-
writers. 
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8. In the school.D respoming, typet~ri ting was a required subject 
for all business students in 71 percent of the schools, required 
of stemgraphic students in 27 percent of the schools, am 
required of the clerical studonto in l2 percent of the schools. 
Four schools stated that typewriting was an elective course 
arx1 four indicated that all students in the hi~ school take 
t ypewriting. 
9· Twentieth Century Tzyewriting atd Grogg Tming were the two 
JDOst used textbooks in the schools aurveyed. Forty-oight 
schools used too 1957 edition o£ Wh Century Tmowriti~ by 
I.essenberry and Crawford and 23 schools used the 1952 edition 
of the same text. Three schools were using earlier editions 
/ 
of the ~ Centurz TYpewriting making a total of 74 schools 
using the various editions of this textbook. The l$53 edition 
of Gregg ;l'xping by Rowe and IJ.oyd was used by 14 schools• the 
1958 edition by lO schools, tbe 1956 edition by 3 schools, arri 
the 1950 edition by 3 schools. In Shapiro ' s 1950 study, there 
were o~ 17 schools using Grogg '!)pins textbooks in the 160 
schools responding to this question. 
10. U:>st of the schools were using textbooks that were published 
from l$52 to 1958. Fifty schools used textbooks Which were 
published in 1957. 38 used textbooks published in l952, am 
ll schools were using textbooks With a 1958 copyright date. 
Six textbooks or drill books were still being usod that had 
a copyri@lt date previous to 1950. 
11. Published tests were used by approximately 5o percent of the 
schools . The m:>st frequently used published tests in beginning 
typewriting were as follows: 28 schools used TzpewritinS Tests 
by Bo1vle, 23 schools used the Civil Service Tests, and 20 
schools used the state Emploll':!:nt Tests. 
.12 . o.ne hundred two, or 95 percent, of the schools used timed-
writing tests; 82, or 79 percent, used production tests; and 
informal tests were utilized by SO, or 75 percent of the schools. 
Textbook tests were given 1>7 6b schools, formal tests by 36 
schools, am integrated- performance tests were used by 32 schools. 
V 13. Tho o:>st commonly' .used visual aids were the bulletin board as 
indicated by 107 schools; the blackboard, 100 schools; demon-
strations by the teacher, 95 sclx>ols; charts am graphs, 90 
schools; and the record p~r, 61 schools. 
J.h. Pica type was used by 91 schools While 79 schools used elite 
type . In the last decade, there has been an increase in the " 
number of elite typewriters in the schools of Lfassachusetta. 
15. Providing altornate drives for speed ani accuracy in teaching 
the keyboard was checked as the prima.r;y approach by 67 percent 
of the teachers ani emphasis on accuracy from the beginning 
by 32 percent or the teachers . 
16. Forty-nina percent of the schools permitted erasing onq on 
work desi:-nated by the teacher, 15 percent allowed erasing 
on letters and class assignments onl.T, 9 percent penni tted ,/ 
er ging on all class work, 3 percent allaued erasing to a 
limited degree, am 24 percent permitted no erasine at all. 
17. Tho importance of proofreading by tho student was recognized 
am stressed by lDO percent or tho teachers, With 74 percent ../ 
requiring proofreading or all papors. 
18. Fifty-four schools taught composition at the typewriter by 
allOW'ing the students to compose sentence answers to questions 
by the teacher, 51 schools used paragraphs composed of topics 
chosen by' tho teacher, 31 schools used stngle-word answers to 
sentences dictated by the teacher, :url 21 schools taught com-
posing at the typewriter by using paragraphs composed of topics 
chosen by the pupil. 
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19. Direct dictation to the student at the typewriter was 
utilized by 93 percent of the schools Whereas 7 percent 
did not use this technique at all. In Shapiro • s study 
completed a decade ago 1 17 percent did not use this 
technique . 
v 20. The motivating devices most commonl¥' used by the 103 schools 
respondi;n~ were: praise as indicated by 92 percent of the 
schools, bulletin board displays by 85 percent, am speed 
am aoctn"~ progress charts by 82 percent of the schools. 
other motivation devices included te a cher demonstration, 
establishing short-term goals, al'l'ards by publishing 
companies, and competitive games . 
21. Personal demonstration of various techniques by the business 
teacher was considered valuable. Development of proper 
stroking technique and basic techniques such as correct uee 
ot carriage return were demonstrated by lOO percent ot the 
schools, paper insertion and removal were demonstrated by 
97 percent of the schools, the use of the shif't key by 96 
percent, and the use of the tabulator key and the use of 
carbons by 9 3 percent . 
22. It was discovered that there is a definite trend toward 
integrating other subjects with typewriting. All of the 
104 schools respoMing integrated spelling with typewriting 
ani 80 percent of these schools integrated grammar with 
typewriting. Other subjects integrated with typewriting 
were English composition, transcription, business arithmetic, 
and social studies . 
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23. Eighty-one percent of the teachers indicated that they used 
supplementary materials in addition to the typewriting 
textbook in teaching first-year typewriting and l9 percent 
used the material from the textbook excluaivelT• 
24. Eighty- one percent of the teachers used so11e form of plan 
or syllabus in their teaching 'While l9 percent did not. 
25. 'Ihe four most commonly used methods for providing tor 
individual differences were: encouraging students to 
progress at their own rate as reported by' 83 percent of 
the schools~ ana~ing each pupil ' s work, 70 percent; 
giving minimum assignments With optional exercises for 
faster students, 66 percent; am alloWing the student to 
compete with hi:mself by setting up goals, 64 percent. 
26. Remedial instruction was given as outside work by 67 percent 
of the teachers while 64 percent of the teachers provided 
remedial work as part of the classroom routine. 
2 7. Thirty percent of the schools emphasized that there were 
no established speed requirements for their students. The 
remaining 70 percent established speed goals from 25 to 65 
words a minute although most schools indicated that the 
length of the writing and penalty for errors had some 
bearing on this. 'Ihe mean typewriting speeds attained in 
the schools respoooing were 40 gross words per minute arrl 
35 net words per minute. 
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Recommendations for Further St~ 
1. A study should be made investir ating the various methods of 
coping With the slow learner in the typewriting class. 
2 . A study should be made to determine if three years of typewriting 
is justified in the public schools. 
3. A study should be made to determine the best uses ltbich may be 
made of timed-writing tests and production tests . 
4. A study should be made to determim the adequacy of instruction 
in typewriting in the junior high school. 
4S 
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APPENDIX A 
October 1, 1959 
Dear Typewriting Teacher: 
I am making a study of the teaching procedures used in 
beginning typewriting classes in the schools of Msssacl1usetts. 
The purposes of this study ere to determine the methods 
that are currently used in a classroom by the teacl1er end 
to determine which of these techniques are found to be the 
most successful. 
This study is being conducted under the direction of Lester 
I. Sluder, Associate Professor of Business Education at 
Boston University. 
The results of this survey can be successful only through 
the cooperative efforts of all business teachers throughout 
the state. The tabulated results will provide veluable 
information concerning the most commonly-used procedures 
of teaching typewriting. 
Will you please fill in and return the enclosed question-
naire at your earliest convenience. The questionnaire 
has been arranged so that it will take but a few minutes 
of your time to complete. 
All the information will be held in the strictest confidence 
and will appear only in tabulated form. 
A stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your 
convenience. A prompt reply will be appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
I r 
Phyllis E. Davis 
Enc. {2) 
APPENDI X B 
A SURVEY OF THE METHODS AND PROCEDURES IN 
BEGINNING TYPEWRITING CLASSES IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSET'l'S 
Name of person respondinq_ __________________________ Title __________________ __ 
Name of high school ________________________________ City __________________ __ 
Total enrollment of school Enrollment of business dept. 
-------- ---------------
1. Please indicate by a check mark the grade level your typewriting 
courses are offered. 
c ourse 9t h d gra e 0 1 th d gra e 1 t 1 h grade 2 1 th grade 
I'~'' •i tinll I 
'l'YDewritirut II 
T_yl)ewri tin_g_ III 
2. Please indicate the number of pupils enrolled in typewriting 
courses with the following objectives: 
a. vocational 
--------
3. Please fill in the appropriate 
desired. 
blanks 
b. non-vocational 
-------- {personal use) 
to give course information 
Average Number of Number of Classes Ax~r~fteo¥~r~r Course Classes Each Day Each Week ac P ass 
~::;!!!: il 
ewriti= III I I 
4. Please complete the data below by specifying the number of machines 
which your school now possesses for typewriting instruction. 
Smith-Corona Rem~~ton Ra. I.B.M. Roval Underwood 
I 
~lee. Manual Elec. Manual Electric E~ec. Manual Elec. Manufll 
5. Please check the categories that indicate which students are required 
to take typewriting. 
a. stenographic students 
-----~b. clerical students 
_______ c. bookkeeping students 
d. all business education 
------- students 
e. all students in the 
----- high school 
6. Please list the textbooks that are used in first-year typewriting 
in your school. 
TeJCtbook Title Author Publisher Copyright Date 
---------------------------------------------
7. Please check the following published typewriting tests which you use 
in your typewriting class. 
a. Civil Service Test 
---. b. Kauzer Typewriting Tests published by the Burea11 of Ed. Measure-
--- ments 
c. Kimberly-Clark Typing Ability Analysis published by Science 
----- Research Assoc. 
d. State Employment Tests 
---e. Typewriting Tests (Royer) published by Bureeu of Ed. Measure-
ments 
_____ f. Typewriting Tests (Bowle) published by Gregg Div.--McGraw-
Hill Company 
_____ g. 'fypewriting Tests published by Stoetling, c. H. Co. 
____ h. USAFI Typing Tests published by Science Research Assoc. 
i. other 
----- --------------------------------------------------------------
8. Which of the following testing materials do you use in your 
classroom? 
_____ a. formal tests (standardized tests) 
b. textbook tests 
-----c. informal tests {teacher made) 
_____ d. integrated-performance tests 
_____ e. prOduction tests 
f. timed-writing tests 
----g. other ----~ ----------------
9. Please indicate which aUdio-visual aids are used in your typewriting 
c lassroom. 
a. bulletin board 
---. 
_____ b. record player 
g. cartoons 
---: h. talks by secretaries 
---1. other 
---- -------------------------
_____ c. blackboard 
_ ._d. charts and graphs 
e. demonstration by the teacher 
---f. magazine and/or newspaper clippings 
10. How many of the typewriters in your classroom are elite type ? 
pica type ? 
11. Please indicate which keyboard approach you use in your beginning 
typewriting clsss. 
a. alternate drives for speed and accuracy 
---
_____ b. emphasis on accuracy from the beginning 
Please check the subjects listed below that you integrate into 
your typewriting course. 
----~a. spelling 
___ b. grammar 
c. composition 
----d. social studies 
e. business arithmetic 
--------~f. shorthand-transcription 
----~8· other __________________ __ 
19. Is all the material used in the class taken from the textbook? 
-----
20. Do you use a teacher's plan or sylla~us in teaching typewriting? 
yes no __ _ 
21. Please indicate the techniques used in allowing for individual 
differences in studentH. 
22. 
--~a. encollrage students to progress at own rate 
b. use of integrated-performance tests 
-----c. have minimum assignment with optional exercises for 
faster students 
_____ d. have brighter students help with the slow group 
_____ e. analyze eacb pupil's work regularly 
f. hold conferences concerning the progress of the 
----- slow students 
----~g. allow slow students to complete assignments at home 
_____ h. allow the students to compete with himself by setting 
up goals 
i. other 
---- -------·-------- ---
Do you make any specific allowance for the slow learner other than 
those mentioned above. If' so, please give at least one idee that 
might be helpful to other teachers. ______ ·-----~--------------·----·----
-----------------------------------~----------------~-----------------
23. How is remedial work handled? 
a. as part of the classwork 
--~b. as outside work unde·r the teacher's direction 
c. in a separate class for remedial work 
----d. left up to the student 
e. other 
---- -------
24. What were the average typewriting speeds attained by your 
typewriting pupils? 
a. gross words a minute 
----~b. net words a minute 
______ c. none 
ease return this information in the enclosed envelope to: Mrs. Phyllis 
Davis, 197 White Street, Belmont, Massachusetts. 
12. How is motivation handled by you in your classroom? 
_____ a. awards by publtsh1ng 
companies 
_____ b. awards by other schools 
and colleges 
c. state typing contests 
___ ----__ -d. bulletin board displays 
e. civil service tests 
----~g. speed and accuracy progress 
charts 
h. praise 
----i. t ·eacher demons trat ion 
j. competitive games 
----~k. student demonstration 
-1. other 
-----
-----f. establishing short-term goals 
13. Please indicate to what extent erasing is used in beginning typewriting 
after it was first taught to the class. 
a. on all class work d. not at all 
---. b. on letters and class e. other 
----- ----assignments 
c. on work designated by the teacher 
---
14. Please indicate to what extent proofreading is done by the pupil. 
a. on all papers 
---. b. on most papers 
-___ --:_-c. on only those specified 
by the teacher 
d. not at all 
---
__ e. other 
15. Which of the following do ·you demonstrate to the pupils? 
_____ a. correct posture 
b. paper insertion and removal 
----
_____ c. presentation of new material 
_____ d. proper stroking techniques 
e. basic techniques, such as correct use of the carriage return 
---f. use of the shift key 
-----g. use ot the tabulator key 
h. use of carbons 
----
_____ i. centering 
j. other 
----- -------------------------------------------------
16. In teaching students to compos e at the typewriter, please indicate 
the methods which you have found to be successful. 
_____ a. single-word answers to sentences dictated by the teacher 
______ b. sentence answers to questions by the teacher 
_____ c. paragraph composition of topic chosen by teacher 
_____ d. paragraph composition of topic chosen by pupil 
e. other 
----
17. To what extent is direct dicta tion given to the student at the 
typewriter . 
a. very frequently 
---b. frequently 
c. occasionally 
---d. not at all 
